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Abstract. Efficiently development of enterprise innovation networks is inseparable from integrated innovation processes such as knowledge sharing and transfer. Knowledge flow is a core network activity that is highly dependent on the cultural and structural environment. As an informal governance mechanism, cooperative culture affects the stability and durability of relationship between members. Perfectly cooperative cultural mechanism is the key to promoting knowledge flow in innovation networks. The purpose of this paper is to explore whether and how cooperative culture and network power affect knowledge flow in innovation networks. This paper finds that cooperative culture, network power has a positive effect on knowledge flow, which was obtained by using SEM method based on 227 questionnaire survey samples of enterprises. Furthermore, this paper also uses fuzzy quantitative comparative analysis (fsQCA) to study how cooperative culture and network power work together on knowledge flow. This study finds out three paths that lead to high knowledge flow, which are composed of the elements of cooperative culture and network power. The three paths are knowledge reciprocity-oriented, cooperative culture-oriented and cultural knowledge fit-oriented respectively. These findings are of great significance for promoting the management of innovation networks.

1 Introduction

With the advent of the knowledge economy era, the innovation activities of enterprises gradually manifest themselves as networking and globalization. Innovation requirements are getting higher, enterprises relying only on their own innovation capabilities can no longer meet the needs of social and economic development. They can overcome uncertainty only by establishing cooperative and innovative relationship with other members. Therefore, the innovation network came into being. In 1989, Imai and Baba first put forward the concept of enterprise innovation networks, and believed that an enterprise innovation network is a basic institutional arrangement for enterprises to deal with innovative systems \(^1\). The main purpose of an enterprise to establish or join an innovation network is to obtain knowledge and resources that it lacks. The distinctive feature of the innovation network is the knowledge interaction between members. As the core activity of innovation network, the stability and persistence of knowledge flow between members directly affect the network innovation performance. Knowledge flow is the key to improving the competitive advantage and realizing the sustainable development of innovation networks.

The cooperative relationship between network members will directly affect knowledge flow. As an informal governance mechanism, it affects the durability and stability of relationship between members. Cooperative culture refers to a soft environment that is shared by the group and that restricts its economic strategy and goal formulation, including the common values and behavioral concepts generally accepted by the group \(^2\). It is a prerequisite for establishing a cooperative relationship between members \(^3\). Cooperative culture promotes the establishment of a high degree of trust and cooperative bonds between enterprises \(^4\), so as to promote exchange and learning among members and improve the flow and sharing of tacit knowledge in innovation networks \(^5\).

In addition, differences in the location and power of network members will also have an impact on knowledge flow. Sun (2014) \(^6\) points out that the differences in the location and power allocation of enterprises guide and influence the cooperative relations, behaviors among network members. The concept of network power was first proposed by Grewal \(^7\) who pointed out that network power is the ability of the subject of rights to influence the behavior of other subjects for their own interests. The core enterprise plays the role of management and guidance to knowledge flow, and uses its network power to manage and rationally deploy knowledge flow \(^8\). Falzon(2018) \(^9\) indicates that enterprises with higher network power have higher relationship and integration capabilities, which can ensure the dynamic stability of innovation networks and promote knowledge sharing. It can be seen that network
power plays an important role in coordinating knowledge flow in innovation networks.

The above researches reveal the role of cooperative culture and network power in promoting knowledge flow. Improving the efficiency of knowledge flow is the key to the efficient operation and sustainable development of innovation networks. However, there are still some shortcomings in existing research. There are few studies on cooperative culture and network power, is there a certain linear relationship between cooperative culture, network power and knowledge flow, as well as the specific path through which cooperative culture and network power jointly influence knowledge flow is still a challenge. Based on the above analysis, firstly, this paper uses SEM method to verify the linear relationship between cooperative culture, network power and knowledge flow. In addition, this study uses fsQCA to analyze the influence of different element combinations of cooperative culture and network power on knowledge flow, so as to find ways to improve the efficiency of knowledge flow.

2 Literature and Hypotheses

2.1 The Influence of Cooperative Culture on Knowledge Flow

Knowledge flow in innovation networks refers to a series of knowledge diffusion, transfer, and sharing activities among innovative members [10]. Previous studies show that the smooth knowledge flow within a network largely depends on the cultural atmosphere among members. On the one hand, cooperative culture enables organizations to form a strong identity, which is conducive to exchange and learning of knowledge [11]. Cooperative culture offers a mutual system of learning in which network members can share and exchange knowledge and experiences [12]. On the other hand, cooperative culture is conducive to strengthening and improving the relationship between members and establishing a good atmosphere of cooperation. Kim (2016) [13] points out that a good cooperative culture mechanism is beneficial for promoting frequent communication among members, thereby promoting the knowledge flow. Therefore, cooperative culture as a soft constraint significantly promotes knowledge flow. We propose the following hypothesis:

H1: Collaborative culture has a significant positive effect on knowledge flow.

2.2 The Effect of Network Power on Knowledge Flow

Network power is the important dimension, which affects the organizations’ willingness and behavior to share knowledge. Studies have shown that, network power has a certain impact on the frequency, direction and willingness of knowledge flow (Saxenian, 2009 [14], Lieberman, 2013 [15], Turker (2014) [16] points out that network power is the relationship between organizations based on power and its configuration. It is the result of mutual games between actors in the process of participation, interaction and coordination. This process effectively promotes knowledge sharing among members. Kakhonen (2014) [17] indicates that the power of core enterprise affects the formation of cooperative relations and depth of cooperation among members in innovation networks, that is, good network power is conducive to promoting knowledge exchange between members. Wu (2017) [18] studies the influence of core corporate network power on the cooperative behavior of cluster members in the context of Chinese clusters, and find that core corporate network power can actively and effectively guide the behavior of other members and increase the frequency of knowledge exchange between members. Therefore, this paper believes that network power has a positive effect on knowledge flow in the network. Based on the analysis above, we propose Hypothesis 2:

H2: Network power has a significant positive effect on knowledge flow.

Based on the above analysis, the study explores the effect of cooperative culture and network power on knowledge flow. On the basis of using SEM to verify the hypothesis, we divide cooperative culture into three dimensions: cultural fit, cultural compatibility and reciprocity. Network power is divided into two dimensions: knowledge network and structural power. Then we combine fsQCA method to study the influence of different element combinations on knowledge flow, and propose the theoretical model of this paper. The model is shown in Figure 1.

3 Prepare Research Methods

3.1 Data Collection and Samples

The target samples are enterprises in innovation networks that participate in innovation cooperation. We conducted a pre-test before the formal survey. Of the 155 pre-test questionnaires issued, 80 valid questionnaires were collected. Based on an analysis of the valid questionnaires, we refined the items to finalize the formal questionnaire. The formal survey collected 325 questionnaires. Through a screening of the integrity and validity of the collected questionnaires, those with incomplete data or obvious tendencies were eliminated and 277 valid questionnaires were retained, with an effective response rate of 69.8%.

3.2 Scales

The formal questionnaire included three variables: cooperative culture, network power, and knowledge flow. Most of the items on the questionnaire were based on
existing research and were revised according to real innovation network situations. The questionnaire applied a seven-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = 'strongly disagree' to 7 = 'strongly agree'.

This study measured cooperative culture through three dimensions: cultural fit, cultural compatibility and reciprocity. The cultural fit items refer to Marsden’s (1990) research. The cultural compatibility items are inspired by Oliver’s (1990) research. The reciprocity items, which measure the degree of mutually benefits reflected by culture, are derived from Li’s (2007) research.

Knowledge flow refers to the creation, dissemination and sharing of knowledge among innovation network members. This study measure knowledge flow from two constructs: knowledge creation and knowledge sharing, mainly referring to the research of Lee (2001), Hooff (2004) and Cho’s (2004) research.

This study measured network power from the two constructs: knowledge power and structural power. Knowledge power items, which measure the influence of heterogeneous knowledge resources owned by an enterprise on its power, refer to Latiff’s (2008) research. The structural power items, which measure the power generated by a special position in the network structure, refer to Knight’s (2005) research.

### 3.3 Method Choice

Structural equation modeling (SEM), a multivariate statistical technique, is used in this study to analyze the data. Compared with conventional linear regression, SEM allows comparisons among alternative theoretical models via indexes. It can also define causal relationships among these latent factors. Therefore, this paper uses SEM to analyze the linear relationship between cooperative culture, network power and knowledge flow.

Fuzzy-set qualitative comparative (fsQCA). This method is first proposed by Charles Ragin. Compared with SEM, QCA can study the overall mechanism of action, not just the independent influence of each element. QCA helps to clearly identify different antecedents and their consistent relationship with the results, and can combine various antecedents with each other based on an objective Boolean algorithm. In view of the fact that this paper studies the configuration of different cooperative culture and network power elements that lead to high knowledge flow, fsQCA is a very suitable method. Therefore, this study combines the methods of SEM and fsQCA to explore the relationship between the elements of cooperative culture, network power and knowledge flow.

### 4 Results

#### 4.1 Hypothesis Testing

This study utilized SPSS22.0 to examine the reliability and validity of the conceptual model. All items’ scores for Cronbach’s alpha are higher than 0.80, and those KMO are higher than 0.8, showing that the scale has good internal consistency and reliability. In addition, the factor load values of all indexes are above 0.5. These indicators are within acceptable limits, indicating that each latent variable has discriminant validity.

This study uses Amos 21.0 to evaluate the fit of the models. The measurement results are shown in Table 2. Both GFI and CFI are greater than 0.7, $\chi^2$/df<5, and the RMSEA is close to 0.1. All indicators are within acceptable limits. Overall, the overall fit of the models are acceptable.

The hypothesis test results are shown in Table 2. Cooperative culture has a significant positive effect on knowledge flow, and the effect coefficient is 0.612. Thus, H1 is supported. Network power also has a significant positive effect on knowledge flow, and the effect coefficient is 0.296. Thus, H2 is supported. Based on the analysis, Hypotheses 1–2 are supported. Cooperative culture and network power can positively promote the knowledge flow.

#### 4.2 fsQCA Results

#### 4.2.1 Calibration

Calibration is a conversion process that converts conventional measurement values into fuzzy set. It is necessary to calibrate the aforementioned variables. In this study, the Likert scale is converted into a fuzzy set by calculating the average of each latent variable item. This study uses the criteria of 5% (Fully out), 95% (Fully in) and 50% (Crossover Point) proposed by Ragin to
calibrate the conditional variables and outcome variables into fuzzy sets. According to related studies (Fiss, 2011), this study set the upper and lower quartiles of each variable and their mean values as qualitative anchor points.

4.2.2 Analysis of necessary Conditions

Before analyzing the specific path, it is necessary to check the necessary conditions. In fact, necessary conditions are unhelpful for predicting the outcome, because it might be a common component across all causal recipes in the solutions (Ragin, 2008). As shown in Table 3, the consistency coefficients of all the conditions are lower than 0.9, indicating that the conditions above are not necessary conditions for high knowledge flow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Outcome Variable</th>
<th>Consistency</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative Culture</td>
<td>Cultural Fit</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td>0.646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>~Cultural Fit</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural Compatibility</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>~Cultural Compatibility</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reciprocity</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>~Reciprocity</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Power</td>
<td>Knowledge Power</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>0.683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>~Knowledge Power</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structural Power</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>~Structural Power</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 The fsQCA Solutions

This study uses fsQCA3.0 software for analysis. we set the consistency and proportional reduction in consistency (PRI) thresholds to 0.8 and 0.7, respectively. The number of acceptable cases set to 3.4. As shown in the Table 4. We obtained three paths leading to high knowledge flow.

Solution P1 indicates a knowledge reciprocity-oriented configuration, which reciprocity and knowledge power as the core conditions. It means that in a network environment where members have an interest relationship, and core enterprises with rich knowledge resources can make reasonable use of knowledge power to support other members. As well as, members can respect each other's values and cultural differences, so that more frequent knowledge flow in the network can be realized.

Solution P2 is a compatible cooperative culture-oriented configuration. Even if the enterprise in a non-core position in the network, as long as it has sufficient heterogeneous knowledge resources. At the same time, cooperative culture can coordinate the relationship between members very well, especially when there is a high degree of cultural compatibility between members, it will also produce high knowledge flow.

Solution P3 is a compatible cultural knowledge fit-oriented configuration. Cultural fit and knowledge power are the core conditions, cultural compatibility and structural power are auxiliary conditions. This path shows that in the innovation network oriented by cultural fit, knowledge power is the key to achieving high knowledge flow. While paying attention to values, enterprises must also pay attention to strengthening their own knowledge power to promote the achievement of high knowledge flow.

| Table 4. Solutions leading to high knowledge flow |
| Construct               | High knowledge flow |
|                        | P1       | P2       | P3       |
| Cooperative Culture    |          |          |          |
| Cultural Fit           | ●        |          |          |
| ~Cultural Fit          |          |          |          |
| Cultural Compatibility | ● ●      |          |          |
| Reciprocity            | ● ●      |          |          |
| ~Reciprocity           |          |          |          |
| Network Power          |          |          |          |
| Knowledge Power        | ● ● ●    |          |          |
| Structural Power       |          |          | ●          |
| consistency            | 0.862 0.842 0.873 |
| Raw coverage           | 0.349 0.33 0.297 |
| unique coverage        | 0.084 0.065 0.032 |
| Solution consistency   | 0.446    |
| Solution coverage      | 0.842    |

Note: ●=core casual condition (present). ●=peripheral casual condition (present). ⊗=core casual condition(absent). Blank spaces indicate "don't care."

5 Discussion

5.1 Managerial Implications

This study offers several managerial implications. Firstly, innovation network management should attach importance to knowledge resource management and rationally regulate resource allocation. The fsQCA result indicates that knowledge power is essential to high knowledge flow. Knowledge resource is the fundamental source of corporate competitive advantage in innovation networks. We should formulate reasonable network standards to encourage enterprises, which hold core
knowledge resources to provide certain support to other enterprises, and effectively meet the needs of other members for core resources, so as to ensure the development of cooperative enterprises and the entire innovation network.

Secondly, Enterprises should enhance their own network power, enrich cooperation experience and master more resources, knowledge by establishing multiple cooperative relations. In most circumstances, enterprises with higher network power often have better relationship and resource integration capabilities, which can ensure the stability of long-term cooperative relationships between enterprises.

Thirdly, innovation network management should focus on the joint management of network power and cultural environment. In innovation networks, enterprises need to occupy a favorable structural position to obtain key and irreplaceable knowledge resources to enhance its network power. A harmonious cultural atmosphere is conducive to network power plays its role. Enterprises should use network power reasonably according to the specific network environment, so as to better coordinate the distribution of benefits and relationship governance in the network. Further promote knowledge exchange and interaction among members, and promote healthy and stable development of innovation networks.

5.2 Limitations and Future Research

This study has the following limitations. Firstly, although the sample is from different enterprises and provinces, it cannot cover all types of enterprises. And the samples are subjective measurements, it is difficult to avoid the result bias that may be caused by the subjectivity of the data. Secondly, this study only discusses the effects of cooperative culture and network power on knowledge flow, without considering the combined effects of other governance mechanisms. In addition, network power in innovation network is not static, and the structure and position of enterprises in networks are also in dynamic change. If the dynamic evolution can be introduced into relevant researches, more meaningful discoveries will be made.

6 Conclusions

Based on the sample data of 227 enterprises in innovation networks. This study use the combination of SEM and fsQCA to explore the relationship between cooperative culture, network power and knowledge flow. This paper draws the following conclusions. Firstly, SEM result validate all the hypotheses, indicating that cooperative culture and network power can positively promote the knowledge flow. Secondly, the fsQCA method is used to obtain three paths that lead to high knowledge flow in innovation network, which are “knowledge reciprocity-oriented”, “cooperative culture-oriented” and “cultural knowledge fit-oriented”. These findings are of great significance for promoting the management of innovation networks.
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